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REACT IONS of the type shown in equation (1) have not been 

Co(CN),X3- + V2+ + 5H+ = 
Coa+ + V3+ + X- + 5HCN (1) 

studied previously. They have proved to be of especial 
interest since they have afforded a means of examining the 
reaction; of the Corn complex after its reduction. Although 
an amrnine-cobalt(I1) complex such as CO(NH,),~+ is 
probabki the precursor of Co2faq in the reaction of 
Co(NH3i5X2+ and V2+, for example, its presence has not 
been t k  monstrated. The energetics are frequently dis- 
cussed in such terms, however, for both inner-sphere and 
outer-sphere reactions1 The choice of oxidizing agent in 
the present reactions permits experiments to demonstrate 
that CoiCN),3- is an intermediate, owing to its fairly slow 
decomposition to Co2+ and HCN in perchloric acid solution.2 

Kinetic studies have been carried out in aqueous per- 
chloric ~ c i d  solution on the reactions given in eq. 1 for X = 
C1-, Br-, I-, -SCN-, N3-, and H20. The reactions proceeded 
through a metastable intermediate, as shown by the maxi- 
mum ir the absorbance-time traces in the wavelength 
regions 260-350 nm., as illustrated in the Figure. The 
intermecliate was shown to be CO(CN),~- by the absorbance 
changes:$ accompanying the initial reduction,* by com- 
parison 2f the decay rates of the intermediate with those of 
Co(CN),?- under similar conditions,* and by use of 
Co(NH3r,NCS2* as a  scavenge^^,^ for CO(CN),~- according 
to equa5on (2). 

CO(CN)~~-  + Co(NH3),NCS2+ -+ 
Co(CN),SCN3- + Co2f + 5NH3 (2) 

In accord with the scheme suggested, the rate of decom- 
position of the intermediate was independent of the initial 
CoIII concentration. The decay reaction followed the 
expected2 first-order kinetics with a rate constant inde- 
pendent of which starting complex was used. There was a 
dependence on V2+ concentration, which was in considerable 
excess, presumably because of ion-pair formation (ion 
pairing is an important feature of the first reaction stage).4 
Rate constants for decay of the intermediate a t  25.0" and 
1 . 0 0 ~  H+ were 0.185 sec.-l (X = Br-), 0.175 sec.-l (Cl-), 
and 0.169 sec.-l (H20). Each of the values refers to 
0 . 0 1 ~  V'!+ and an initial Con1 concentration of 3-7 x 1 0 - 6 ~ : .  
The comparison with the known CO(CN),~- complex in the 
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presence of vanadium(I1) is illustrated by data at 0 . 5 0 ~  H+, 
1 . 0 0 ~  ionic strength at  25.0°, for which the rate constant for 
the intermediate is 0.112 sec.-1 (X = Br-, 0 . 0 1 ~  V2+) 
compared to 0.115 sec.-l for authentic CO(CN),~- in the 
presence of 0 . 0 1 ~  v2+ and 0.257 sec.-1 in the absence of 
V2+. 

Time (sec.) 

FIGURE, Observed absorbance-time traces at h 280nm.  for  the 
reaction of Co(CN),X3- with V2+ at 25.0" and p = 1 . 0 0 ~ .  Upper 
curve 5 x 1 0 - 5 ~  Co(CN),C13-, 0-0105~ V*+; lower curw 7 x 1 0 - 6 ~  
Co(CN),OH,a-, 0 . 0 0 5 3 ~  V2+. 

The product of the scavenging experiments, Co(CN),- 
SCN3-, was separated by ion exchange, and identified by 
its known absorption s p e ~ t r u m . ~  In these experiments the 
vanadium(I1) concentration was less than the total Coin 
concentration, and the conversion into Co(CN),SCN3- was 
only partial owing to the reaction of this ion with V2+. 
Under the conditions chosen, the direct reaction of V2+ and 
Co(NH3),NCS2+ was unimportant.* 
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